It has been brought to the attention of the CGSC Board that some coaches have
been running up the scores against weaker opponents, including stealing bases
with big leads, keeping the first team in, etc. The Board hopes that these coaches
will discontinue this action before they have to be called in to address the Board
and face disciplinary action. (Remember: Coaches should teach Sportsmanship.)
COACHING RESPONSIBILITY AND CONDUCT
1.

All Head Coaches and Adult Supervisor's Responsibilities
a. Refrain from alcoholic beverage prior to, during, and after games. This
includes spectators. (As long as minors are present at the playing site)
b. Refrain from using profanity.
c. Refrain from running-up a score against a weak opponent. This
includes keeping the first string in, stealing bases, etc. when the score
has gotten out of control.
d. Abide by a doctor's decision in all matters of a player's health, injuries,
and physical ability to play.
e. Accept decisions of officials on the field as being fair and called to the
best of their ability. The coach must stay off the field and remain
under control in order to set a good example for players and fans.
1. A decision based on judgment should never be questioned. In
cases of apparent misinterpretation, the officials must be addressed
properly.
2. If a coach or a player is EJECTED from a game, they will
automatically be suspended from the next game, without appeal.
This carries over into the playoffs or the following season. The
coach must take the ASEP certification again at the next class held
by the league. Team or teams are subject to a forfeit of the game
for violating the suspension.
f. Together, with the game officials, to be jointly responsible for the
conduct and control of your team fans and spectators. Any fan who
becomes a nuisance and out of control must be asked to leave the
field.
g. Do not criticize an opposing team, players, coaches, or fans by word of
mouth or gesture.
h. Strive always to make every baseball activity serve as a training ground
for life.
i. The head coach shall be responsible for the conduct involving himself,
his staff, and his players, from the time they arrive to the time they
depart.
j. Each head coach will be responsible to the C.G.S.C. for the conduct of
the players and spectators from his parish. When he is the home team
coach, he must see to it that the visiting team and umpires get safely
on their way, leaving the premises unharmed and safe from
harassment. .
k. If any of the above rules are violated the coaches and/or umpires may
file a written letter of complaint to the league's Board of Directors.
l. If a coach is found guilty of violating one of these rules by the League
Board of Directors, they can be expelled from the league for 12
months, placed on probation for a 12 month period, or suspended for a
game, or games, which carries into playoffs or following season. If a
coach should be found guilty of violating any league rule while on
probation, they will be expelled from the league for 12 months.

